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The accurate and efficient energy estimation of quantum Hamiltonians consisting of Pauli observ-
ables is an essential task in modern quantum computing. We introduce a Resource-Optimized
Grouping Shadow (ROGS) algorithm, which optimally allocates measurement resources by min-
imizing the estimation error bound through a novel overlapped grouping strategy and convex
optimization. Our numerical experiments demonstrate that ROGS requires significantly fewer
unique quantum circuits for accurate estimation accuracy compared to existing methods given a
fixed measurement budget, addressing a major cost factor for compiling and executing circuits on
quantum computers.

1 Introduction
Recent advancements in Noisy Intermediate-
Scale Quantum (NISQ) technologies [1] have ac-
celerated research into their practical applica-
tions. A key challenge is the efficient estimation
of observables’ expectation values for quantum
states prepared by NISQ devices. This task forms
the bedrock of many variational quantum algo-
rithms [2, 3], which hold potential for applications
across diverse fields, including chemistry, materi-
als science, and optimization. Within the realm
of the Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE)
[4, 5], efficient measurement strategies are par-
ticularly crucial for tackling the electronic struc-
ture problem. The complexity of directly measur-
ing the entire Hamiltonian is further compounded
by its quantum nature, featuring a non-separable
ground state with non-commuting terms [6, 7, 8].

One method to address this challenge involves
simultaneously measuring qubit-wise commuting
(QWC) observables [9, 10, 11, 12]. QWC groups
of observables can be found by applying the Min-
imum Clique Cover (MCC) [13] solver to the
process of grouping Pauli operators by identi-
fying the minimal number of cliques within a
graph representation of QWC Hamiltonian terms.
While the MCC problem is NP-hard, by apply-
ing heuristic algorithms to the MCC problem [9],
simultaneous measurements of QWC observables
greatly improves the efficiency of energy estima-
tion.

Classical shadows [14] present an alternative
method for energy estimation. With a quantum

state ρ prepared on quantum hardware and a col-
lection of L n-qubit Pauli operators, the goal is to
accurately estimate their expectation values with
minimal resources. The classical shadow proto-
col performs uniformly random Pauli-basis mea-
surements on all qubits and then post-processes
these measurements to estimate the expectation
values of local observables. This method al-
lows for the simultaneous estimation of numer-
ous local observables. However, when the task
is to estimate a specific set of target observ-
ables, uniform sampling in a randomized mea-
surement scheme is suboptimal. To address the
substantial inefficiency of the random sampling
procedure in classical shadows, several meth-
ods have been proposed, which add a prepro-
cessing stage. The derandomized shadows ap-
proach [15] offers a deterministic protocol tai-
lored to target observables, replacing the original
randomized one. Subsequently, improved algo-
rithms [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] that produce deter-
ministic measurement bases before the quantum
measurements, a process called the pre-processing
stage [21] in the classical shadow protocol, have
been introduced. These methods reduce quantum
resource requirements and enhance the precision
of the randomized method at the cost of addi-
tional classical resources.

In this work, we propose Resource-Optimized
Grouping Shadow (ROGS), a novel approach for
the efficient estimation of Pauli observables’ ex-
pectation values on quantum states. Similar to
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the previous works [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], ROGS
also acts as a pre-processing stage for the classi-
cal shadow protocol1. We consider efficiency from
two aspects: the number of measurements (nshot)
and the number of circuits (ncircuit) prepared for
measurements. In the context of this paper, a cir-
cuit refers to a specific sequence of quantum gates
applied to qubits, followed by measurements in
the computational basis (the z-basis)2. A shot or
measurement refers to a single execution of this
circuit on the quantum hardware, yielding a bit-
string (b ∈ {±1}⊗n) outcome. When estimating
non-commuting observables, we need to measure
multiple distinct circuits, each corresponding to
a different Pauli operator. Here we refer to the
number of measurements as the number of total
shots we are allowed to gather from the quan-
tum device or the number of times the device is
queried; the measurement circuits are referred to
as the distinct circuits used in the measurement
process.

We consider the task of estimating the expec-
tation value of a Pauli Hamiltonian

H =
∑

ℓ

aℓOℓ,

where aℓ ∈ R is the coefficient and Oℓ are Pauli
operators, with a total budget of M shots. We
seek to allocate shots for each QWC group in the
Hamiltonian optimally to increase the accuracy
of energy estimation.

Our approach introduces a confidence bound
for the error of the Hamiltonian, distinguishing
it from the classical shadow protocol that focuses
on bounding Pauli observables. This confidence
bound serves as a cost function for optimizing the

1 Although we refer to our method as a shadow method,
the techniques introduced here have potential applications
beyond classical shadows. See more discussions in Sec-
tion 6.

2 The measurement circuits consist solely of single-qubit
gates, specifically Pauli measurement gates. Adopting the
notation of [14], each Pauli measurement gate is composed
of a single-qubit rotational gate followed by a measure-
ment in the computational basis (z-basis). The rotational
gate of the circuit is the tensor product of unitaries on
each qubit, U =

⊗n

i=1 Ui, where Ui is selected from the
set {H, S†H, I}. Here, H denotes the Hadamard gate,
S† is the adjoint of the phase gate, and I is the iden-
tity gate. This combination of local rotational gates and
z-basis measurements effectively realizes Pauli-basis mea-
surements, enabling the estimation of expectation values
for Pauli observables.

allocation of measurement resources among oper-
ator groups. When quantum resources are lim-
ited, minimizing the cost function concentrates
measurements on groups of higher importance to
energy estimation (i.e., groups containing a large
number of observables or observables with a large
sum of absolute coefficients), potentially causing
the confidence bound to exceed one3. However,
the confidence bound acts as a guide for opti-
mizing the measurement allocation, prioritizing
the overall accuracy of the Hamiltonian estima-
tion rather than providing a strict error guaran-
tee for individual observables. The optimization
of the measurement resource allocation based on
the confidence bound is detailed in Algorithm 2.

While previous works mostly focus on minimiz-
ing the number of measurements for energy esti-
mation, in practice, the number of circuits is also
a critical cost factor for the overall runtime, which
has been largely overlooked [21]. The key distinc-
tion lies in the execution time associated with ex-
ecuting multiple shots of the same circuit versus
executing single shots of many different circuits.
From a hardware perspective, there is significant
overhead in compiling and loading each unique
circuit into the controller of the quantum device.
This overhead is incurred for each distinct circuit,
regardless of the number of shots. Consequently,
executing a large number of shots for a single cir-
cuit is often much faster than executing the same
total number of shots spread across many differ-
ent circuits [22, 23]. Compared to previous meth-
ods, our approach achieves the lowest estimation
error for a given number of measurements and
uses significantly fewer circuits.

ROGS operates through a three-stage process,
each of which is designed to enhance precision
and reduce computational overhead:
1. Max-Min Grouping of Pauli Observables: We

begin by applying a Minimum Clique Cover
(MCC) algorithm to the QWC graph of Pauli
observables in the Hamiltonian, which parti-
tions the observables into disjoint groups. Be-
cause certain observables can be included into
distinct groups, we further expand each group
to include the maximal number of additional
observables, ensuring that observables within
the expanded group still qubit-wise commute
with each other. We map this group ex-
pansion problem to a Maximum Clique prob-

3 Detailed in Section 3.3
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lem [24], which can be solved using various
graph algorithms. This method allows ob-
servables within the same group to be simul-
taneously estimated using an identical set of
Pauli-basis measurements. By minimizing the
number of groups while maximizing the size of
each group, we refer to this stage as Max-Min
Grouping.

2. Measurement Resource Allocation via Con-
vex Optimization: We resolve the challenge
of distributing measurement resources among
groups by defining it as a convex optimiza-
tion problem, using a fixed number of mea-
surements. The objective function, based on
the confidence bound from mean estimation
techniques like Hoeffding’s inequality, sets an
upper limit on the probability that the sample
mean significantly deviates from the true mean
(Appendix A). Employing a convex optimiza-
tion solver to minimize this probability ensures
that the allocation of measurement resources
optimally minimizes the risk of estimation er-
rors, given the predetermined level of measure-
ment accuracy. This method guarantees that
the resources are allocated in the most efficient
way to minimize estimation errors within the
constraints of the available measurements.

3. Measurement and Estimation: Having ob-
tained the optimized measurement allocation
for the groups of Pauli observables, we per-
form the corresponding Pauli-basis measure-
ments on the quantum state of interest. Each
group is measured using the allocated num-
ber of measurements determined by the con-
vex optimization procedure above. Finally, we
collect the measurement results and use them
to estimate the expectation values of the tar-
get qubit Hamiltonian of Pauli observables.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we remark on the key improve-
ments of ROGS compared to previous works, fo-
cusing on proposed measurement frameworks for
the quantum measurement stage of the classi-
cal shadow protocol. In Section 3, we provide
a detailed description of the ROGS method, pre-
senting strategies for the optimal distribution of
measurement resources across groups. Specif-
ically, Section 3.2 offers theoretical assurances
for the precision of our estimates by establish-
ing tail-bounds on empirical estimators of the
state’s energy when employing grouping strate-

gies. These bounds assist in assessing the ac-
curacy and practicality of contemporary leading-
edge measurement schemes. Additional details
on refining the allocation of shots are discussed in
Appendix C, which focuses on the granular dis-
tribution of shots across groups. In Section 4,
we present numerical results benchmarking our
molecular energy estimator against a series of
increasingly complex molecules, comparing our
findings to previous studies. This is followed by
a discussion in Section 5 on the statistical and
physical interpretations of why our method out-
performed others. We conclude in Section 6. The
proof of our main theorem refers to Appendix A,
as we have ignored some properties of the Hamil-
tonian in our main theorem, and supplementary
confidence bounds are provided there. We discuss
a mean estimator for heavy-tailed distributions,
the median-of-means estimator, in Appendix B,
which is an essential element of our methodology
due to the generally high operator hit rate.4

Notations. We adopt the notation {ai}1≤i≤n :=
{a1, . . . , an} to represent a set of objects indexed
by i. We will use {ai} for simplicity if there is
no confusion from the context. The symbol | · |
signifies the number of terms in, or the dimension
of, the object in question. Furthermore, â is used
to denote a measurable function that serves as
the mean estimator for the random variable a,
derived from a sample {ai} of i.i.d.(independent
and identically distributed) copies of a.

2 Discussion of Prior Works
Classical shadows [14] offers an efficient approach
to predicting properties of quantum states us-
ing exponentially fewer measurements. Given a
quantum state, ρ, prepared on quantum hard-
ware and a set of Pauli operators, the classical
shadow protocol aims to efficiently estimate their
expectation values by performing uniformly ran-
dom Pauli-basis measurements on all qubits and
post-processing the measurement outcomes. By
applying random unitaries U (defined in foot-
note 2) to rotate the state ρ → U †ρU , measur-
ing in the computational (z-)basis, and storing

4 The hit rate is the number of measurements for which
a Pauli measurement provides meaningful information
about an observable following the definition in [15]. If the
hit rate is zero, then the estimate of the target observable
cannot be improved by measuring that Pauli.
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classical snapshots U †|b̂⟩⟨b̂|U , one can construct
a classical shadow ρ̂ of the quantum state:

ρ̂ = M−1
(
U †|b̂⟩⟨b̂|U

)
, (1)

where M is a quantum channel determined by
the unitary ensemble. Repeating this process N
times yields a set of classical shadows, i.e., the
union of all classical snapshots

S(ρ; N) = {ρ̂1, . . . , ρ̂N }, (2)

which can be used to estimate expectation values,
Ôℓ = Tr(Oℓρ̂), of observable Oℓ ∈ {Oℓ}.

While the classical shadow protocol allows for
the simultaneous estimation of many local ob-
servables, it is suboptimal when targeting a spe-
cific set of observables. To improve upon the
random sampling procedure in classical shad-
ows, several pre-processing techniques have been
proposed. These techniques aim to replace the
random unitaries used to generate the classi-
cal shadow (2) with fixed unitaries tailored to
the target observables, thereby enhancing the
efficiency and accuracy of the estimation pro-
cess. The Derandomized Shadow approach [15]
starts with the randomized classical shadow pro-
tocol and iteratively replaces random single-qubit
Pauli measurements with deterministic ones, en-
suring that the new partially derandomized pro-
tocol performs at least as well as the previous
one. This process continues until all random-
ized measurements are replaced with a deter-
ministic protocol tailored to the target observ-
ables. Similarly, importance sampling is em-
ployed in [16, 17] to strategically select measure-
ment bases and reduce estimation error, partic-
ularly for larger quantum systems. The work
in [18] further enhances derandomized shadows
by exploiting qubit-wise commutation among the
Pauli observables of interest. Building on these
ideas, the Overlapped Grouping Measurement
(OGM) framework [19] combines the advantages
of importance sampling, observable compatibil-
ity, and classical shadows by arranging measure-
ments into overlapped groups of compatible ob-
servables. Shlosberg et al. [20] propose an adap-
tive algorithm, AEQuO, to efficiently estimate
quantum observables represented as sums of Pauli
operators. AEQuO uses overlapping groups of
Pauli strings, considers general commutation re-
lations, and adjusts measurements based on prior
results. It applies a ‘bucket-filling’ approach

and a machine learning method to estimate both
the mean and variance, cutting down on errors
through post-processing.

While all previous methods aim to derandom-
ize the classical shadow protocol, ROGS intro-
duces a novel Max-Min grouping strategy. In-
stead of iteratively searching for a local minimum,
ROGS employs convex optimization to determine
the globally optimal resource allocation. Fur-
thermore, ROGS explicitly aims to minimize the
number of unique measurement circuits (ncircuits),
which is a key distinction from other methods.

Notice that in the classical shadow protocol,
the error bounds are established for each observ-
able, and the overall error bound is derived by
applying the union bound. In contrast, our ap-
proach introduces a confidence bound that di-
rectly bounds the error of the Hamiltonian, which
is the weighted sum of all observables. This con-
fidence bound serves as a cost function for opti-
mizing the allocation of measurement resources
among operator groups.

By minimizing the confidence bound, we aim
to achieve the best possible estimation accuracy
for the Hamiltonian given the available quantum
resources, even if the bound itself may not be
tight.

3 Algorithm Proposal

In this section, we provide a detailed exposition of
our ROGS method, which encompasses the strat-
egy for overlapping grouping and the methodol-
ogy for allocating quantum resources among these
groups to attain optimal estimation results.

3.1 Max-Min Grouping Protocol

Consider a qubit system of size n. The set of
Pauli operators consists of tensor products of lo-
cal Pauli operators (Oℓ)ℓ≤L. These operators can
be organized into groups by qubit-wise commu-
tation (QWC), with each group comprising oper-
ators that qubit-wise commute with each other,
i.e. Pauli operators Oℓ =

⊗n
i=1 P

(ℓ)
i are QWC,

[Oℓ, Or]QWC = 0 iff [P (ℓ)
i , P

(r)
i ] = 0,

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Previous studies, such as those by Verteletskyi
et al. [9], have concentrated on identifying the
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smallest possible number of these mutually non-
commuting groups, a task that is generally NP-
hard. This approach represents the QWC rela-
tionships between Hamiltonian terms as a graph,
where the nodes represent the Pauli operators
and the edges denote QWC relations between the
Pauli operators. A group of QWC Pauli opera-
tors corresponds to a clique in the graph (nodes
that are fully connected by edges). Thus, the
challenge of operator grouping is reformulated
as the problem of finding cliques in the QWC
graph. Hence, finding the optimal grouping of
the Pauli operators is equivalent to the Mini-
mal Clique Cover (MCC) problem, which aims
to partition the graph into the fewest number
of fully connected sub-graphs (cliques, i.e., non-
overlapping groups of Pauli observables), where
each clique represents a group of QWC terms
that can be measured together with the same cir-
cuit. Although the MCC problem is NP-hard in
general, several polynomial-time heuristic algo-
rithms, such as greedy coloring, have been ex-
plored in [9] to find approximate solutions. Since
the MCC strategy is an important step in our al-
gorithm for reducing the number of measurement

circuits, we have illustrated the MCC with a toy
model in the left panel of Fig. 1.

Denote {Cα} as a set of disjoint Pauli-operator
groups identified by MCC. These groups {Cα} are
directly associated with the measurement gates
employed in classical shadows, represented by
Pα = P α

1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ P α
n , Pi ∈ {X, Y, Z}. The

MCC approach identifies non-overlapping groups
of observables, however, we note that the non-
overlapping requirement is unnecessary [19]. By
removing this requirement, we can expand the
groups to further improve the measurement effi-
ciency. This expansion is achieved by maximiz-
ing the overlaps between these originally disjoint
groups. Specifically, for each group Cα, we ex-
pand it by including additional Pauli operators
that (i) were originally not in Cα, (ii) QWC with
every operator in Cα, and (iii) are QWC with each
other. From a graph theory perspective, we lift
the constraint that cliques are disjoint and then
maximize the size of each clique while maintain-
ing the same number of cliques as MCC. This
procedure is illustrated in Fig 1. We summarize
our max-min grouping procedure below, which is
detailed in Algorithm 1:

Given: A graph G = ({Oℓ}, Qc) is defined, with {Oℓ} representing the set of Pauli operators and Qc

indicating the QWC relationships between them, i.e. for Oi, Oj ∈ {Oℓ} qubit-wisely commute with
each other if (Oi, Oj) ∈ Qc, i.e. [Qi, Qj ]QWC = 0.

Minimize: The objective is to minimize the number of groups |{Cα}| such that the union of all groups
∪αCα fully covers the set of all Pauli operators in the Hamiltonian [9]. This must be achieved while
ensuring that operators within each Cα are QWC:

{Cα} =
{

arg min
{Cα}

|{Cα}
∣∣∣∣∣[Oi, Oj ]QWC = 0, ∀Oi, Oj ∈ Cα, ∪αCα = {Oℓ}ℓ≤L, Cα ∩ Cβ = ∅, ∀α ̸= β

}
(3)

Maximize: The next step involves maximizing the overlap between cliques for each Cα by including
the maximum clique of all Pauli operators that are QWC with every operator in Cα and with each
other. This maximization can be defined as:

Cadd
α =

{
max

Cadd
α ⊆{Oℓ}\Cα

|Cadd
α |

∣∣∣∣[Oi, Oj ]QWC, [Oj , Ok]QW C = 0, ∀Oi ∈ Cα, ∀Oj , Ok ∈ Cadd
α

}
(4)

The expanded group5 obtained by the above overlapped grouping procedure, denoted as CMM
α , is

the union of the original group Cα and the added operators Cadd
α , which QWC with all operators in

Cadd
α . This can be expressed as:

CMM
α = Cα ∪ Cadd

α . (5)

5 We will henceforth call the expanded clique CMM
α , obtained by the above procedure, the overlapped group.
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Figure 1: A graphical illustration of our Max-Min grouping protocol. Each vertex represents a Pauli observable, with
individual Pauli operators denoted by squares of varying colors. Left [Equation (3): Minimize]: solid lines connect
vertices that commute with each other. One of the minimum clique covers is depicted, with operators within the
same shadows belonging to the same group (Cα)α=1,2,3. Middle [Equation (4): Maximize]: the process of maximizing
overlaps between groups to obtain CMM

α is shown. In this example, operators inside the solid gray line are all operators
that commute with C2, and the maximum clique of those operators that commute with each other (inside the gray
dashed line) is the Cadd

2 we are looking for to include into C2, and so it is with Cadd
3 (circled by the yellow dashed

line). Right [Equation (5)]: the overlapped shaded region Cadd
2 includes operators in C1 that also commute with all

operators in CMM
1 = C1 and CMM

2,3 = C2,3 ∪Cadd
2,3 . The Pauli gates associated with group C1,2,3 are P1 = X1 ⊗X2 ⊗Z3,

P2 = X1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ I3 and P3 = X1 ⊗ Y2 ⊗ X3; however, with the maximization procedure considered, measurement
gates for CMM

2 will have a fixed measurement gate for the third qubit and changes to P2 = X1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3.

Algorithm1 (MaxMin Grouping)

Input: Qubit Hamiltonian H =
∑

ℓ aℓOℓ with all
terms Oℓ Pauli operator.

Output: MaxMin groups {CMM
α } of all terms {Oℓ}

in H.

1 QWC Graph: Construct the QWC graph G =
({Ol}, Qc)

2 Minimize: Apply a minimum clique cover
solver [9] to G output {Cα}1≤α≤A

3 for α = 1 to A do ▷ loop of over groups Cα

4 initialize CQWC
α = [ ],

5 while Oℓ /∈ Cα do ▷ loop over Oℓ /∈ Cα

6 if Oℓ qubit-wise commutes with Pα then
7 append Oℓ to CQWC

α

8 end if
9 end while

10 Apply a maximum clique solver [25] to CQWC
α ,

output Cadd
α .

11 Maximize: CMM
α = Cα.Append[Cadd

α ]
12 end for

The maximize process mainly helps us decide
the measurement gates of qubits that have not
been assigned by the minimize procedure. For ex-
ample, in Fig. 1, the Pauli gates associated with
C2 is changed from X1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ I3 to X1 ⊗ Z2 ⊗ Z3
upon including Cadd

2 . This max-min grouping
procedure ensures full utilization of each mea-
surement. This maximization step is realized
in Algorithm 1 through steps 3 to 12. When we
perform measurement for the group α, using the
measurement gates Pα, an operator will be mea-

sured if it belongs to the group α. The overlap
maximization step in our approach can increase
the hit rates of observables that belong to the
overlaps between operator groups. By maximiz-
ing the overlap, we ensure that the observables
are measured more frequently within a fixed mea-
surement budget, thereby improving the overall
estimation accuracy. In general, this procedure
guarantees high hit rates on observables, which is
crucial for achieving precise estimates of the tar-
get quantities. The next task is to allocate mea-
surement resources to each group to minimize the
error.

3.2 Confidence Bound

Upon identifying the optimal operator group-
ing, our objective shifts toward determining the
optimal allocation of measurement shots per
group. Heuristically, assigning measurement bud-
gets evenly across all the groups may seem reason-
able, however, because a quantum Hamiltonian is
a weighted average of Pauli observables, different
operators would have varying importance to the
accuracy of the energy estimation. Hence, allo-
cating varying numbers of shots for different op-
erator groups could potentially lead to more ac-
curate estimation. Consequently, a cost function
is imperative for guiding the allocation of shots
to each group of observables.

Given the number of measurement shots M ,
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we aim to achieve the most efficient group-wise
measurement allocation, {Mα} with

∑
α Mα =

M , minimizing the overall estimation error of the
target Hamiltonian.

Consider the mean estimator for a Hamilto-
nian Ĥ :=

∑
ℓ aℓÔℓ, where Ôℓ is the expecta-

tion value estimator for ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ = Tr(ρOℓ). We
group the operators into QWC max-min groups
{CMM

α }1≤α≤A. Our goal is to find the optimal al-
location of measurement shots per group, denoted
by wα. The expectation value of the Hamiltonian
is then estimated by averaging the corresponding
measurement outcomes. In practice, we use the
median-of-means estimator (see Eq. 24) as the
mean estimator for ⟨H⟩ρ, with details provided
in Appendix B. The following theorem introduces
a confidence bound that limits the error in the
Hamiltonian expectation value for shots allocated
to the max-min groups.

Theorem 1. (Confidence bound) Suppose that a
set of group {CMM

α }1≤α≤A given as a set of max-
min groups {CMM

α } of a set of Pauli observables
{Oℓ}ℓ≤L of Hamiltonian H =

∑
ℓ aℓOℓ, and a list

assigns measurements to each group {wα}, and
accuracy parameters ϵ, δ, s.t.

Conf
[
ϵ, {wα}; M, {CMM

α }
]

:=

2
L∑

ℓ=1
exp

(
− ϵ2M

2(
∑

ℓ |aℓ|)2

A∑
α=1

idxℓ,α wα

)
= δ (6)

which subjected to
∑

α wα = 1.
The indicator idxℓ,α is define as

idxℓ,α =
{

1 if Oℓ ∈ CMM
α

0 otherwise (7)

Then, a collection of M independent classi-
cal shadows allows for accurately predicting the
expectation Hamiltonian for the given quantum
state ρ: ∣∣∣Ĥ − ⟨H⟩ρ

∣∣∣ ≤ ϵ (8)

with probability 1 − δ.

The detailed proof is provided in Appendix A.
It should be highlighted that our proof adopts
a similar process to the original classical shadow
protocol in measuring a set of operators. We es-
tablish error bounds for each operator, and the
bound on the Hamiltonian, which is the weighted
sum of all observables, is derived using the union

bound over all operators. This approach is anal-
ogous to the classical shadow protocol, where the
error bounds are derived for each individual ob-
servable, and the overall error bound is obtained
by applying the union bound.

This confidence bound serves as an overall cost
function for our measurement resource allocation,
where ϵ represents the error bound of the Hamil-
tonian. When quantum resources are limited,
minimizing the cost function leads to a concentra-
tion of measurements on a few groups, i.e., groups
containing a large number of observables. In such
cases, it is possible for the cost function to exceed
one, causing the confidence bound to break down.
However, this is acceptable since the confidence
bound acts as a cost function for shot allocation
under limited quantum resources, and it is crucial
to recognize that in these situations, accuracy is
not guaranteed. The confidence bound is used
as a guide for optimizing the measurement allo-
cation, rather than as a strict guarantee on the
estimation error.

In most scenarios, the confidence bound pro-
vided in Theorem 1 offers an effective guide
for optimizing the allocation of measurement re-
sources across groups, prioritizing the overall ac-
curacy of the Hamiltonian estimation. However,
in certain extreme cases, such as when a Hamil-
tonian contains groups with significantly imbal-
anced sizes and coefficient magnitudes (see Ap-
pendix A.2.1). the confidence bound in Theo-
rem 1 may not provide the optimal allocation6. In
such cases, the supplementary confidence bound
introduced in Appendix A.2 can be more useful.
This alternative bound takes into account the co-
efficients of the observables within each group,
allowing for a more nuanced allocation of mea-
surement resources. By considering each group’s
relative importance based on its size and the mag-
nitudes of its observable coefficients, the sup-
plementary confidence bound can help mitigate
the potential breakdown of the primary bound in
these extreme scenarios. Nonetheless, for most
practical applications, the confidence bound in
Theorem 1 remains a robust and reliable tool for
guiding the measurement optimization process.

6 Although Theorem 1 does not yield optimal bounds
without sampling in the hyperparameter space, it will pro-
duce accurate values if we follow the process detailed in
Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm2 (ROGS)
Input: Measurement budget M , accuracy parameter

ϵ, and Hamiltonian H =
∑

ℓ aℓOℓ.
Output: A fixed Pauli basis measurement recipe

{P⊗Mα
α }1≤α≤A ∈ {X, Y, Z}n×M for the classical

shadow quantum measurement stage.

1 Identify the max-min groups {CMM
α } of operators

{Oℓ} in H using Algorithm 1.
2 Apply a convex optimization solver to find the op-

timal distribution {wα} of measurements among
groups to minimize the confidence bound,

{w∗
α} = arg min

{wα}
Conf

[
ϵ, {wα}; M, {CMM

α }
]

. (9)

3 Obtain measurement recipes {P⊗Mα
α }1≤α≤A

which include {X, Y, Z}n×M based on {Mα} :=
{[w∗

αM ]} and one to one correspondence between
groups {CMM

α } and Pauli measurement gates Pα.

3.3 Measurement Resource Allocation

Given the confidence bound proposed in Theo-
rem 1, which is used as a cost function, the next
step involves solving the measurement resource
allocation problem by minimizing the confidence
bound, which is presented in Algorithm 2. By op-
timizing the allocation of measurement resources
based on the confidence bound, we aim to achieve
the best possible estimation accuracy given the
available quantum resources, even if the confi-
dence bound itself may not always provide a tight
error guarantee.

Measurement Resource Allocation via Convex
Optimization. Now, we can determine the allo-
cation of the measurement budget among groups
based on the confidence bound (6) derived in The-
orem 1. Note that the confidence bound can be
transformed into a log-sum-exp function, which
is smooth and convex. Minimization of this func-
tion can be efficiently performed by a convex
optimization solver (e.g., CVXPY [26]), which
outputs a set of optimal weights {wα} for shot
allocation to each group. We demonstrate the
whole process in Algorithm 2, which takes a mea-
surement budget M and outputs measurement
recipes7, {{P(m)

α }1≤m≤Mα}.

7 {P(m)
α }1≤m≤Mα denotes the repetition of Pα for Mα

times, where Pα = P α
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ P α

n (Pi is a Pauli mea-
surement gate on site-i) and is associated with a single
Pauli measurement on the given state, yielding a sin-

4 Results
In this section, we focus on estimating the ground
state energy of small molecules with various
encoding schemes: Jordan-Wigner (JW) [27],
Bravyi-Kitaev (BK) [6], and Parity (P) [6, 7].
These schemes transform the fermionic Hamilto-
nian of a specified molecule into qubit Hamiltoni-
ans, represented as weighted sums of Pauli opera-
tors. We benchmark against the exact calculation
of their ground state energy by diagonalization of
the Hamiltonians.

4.1 Implementation
We obtain the qubit Hamiltonians of benchmark
molecules with various encodings via Qiskit [28]
and diagonalize these Hamiltonians numerically
to obtain the corresponding ground states using
SciPy [29]. For the Max-Min grouping stage,
the minimum clique cover is obtained via Qiskit
as well, and the maximum cliques are found by
solvers from NetworkX [30]. In the measurement
resource allocation stage, we adopt the convex op-
timization solver from CVXPY [26]. Finally, we
perform circuit simulations with the PennyLane
lightning simulator [31].

4.2 Results
In Table 1, we benchmark ROGS against
other measurement techniques for various small
molecules (H2, LiH, BeH2, H2O, NH3) using the
three encoding schemes. Each algorithm was al-
located an equal number of measurement shots to
compute the average error |Ĥ − ⟨H⟩ρ|. Through
ten simulations and the subsequent calculation
of their root mean square deviation, it is evident
that the ROGS technique results in a lower es-
timation error compared to other methods. No-
tably, the ROGS approach often exceeds the per-
formance of alternative strategies while requiring
significantly fewer measurement circuits (see Ta-
ble 1), demonstrating its efficient allocation of
selective measurement resources. A key obser-
vation is that, with limited measurement shots,

gle classical snapshot [14] ρ̂α. The subscript α labels
this classical snapshot because all operators Oℓ in H
that belong to CMM

α produce a non-zero random variable
Tr(ρ̂αOℓ) ∈ {−1, 1}, which is used in predicting the ex-
pectation Ôℓ = E[Tr(ρ̂αOℓ)]. Conversely, if Oℓ /∈ CMM

α ,
this snapshot cannot be used to evaluate the expectation
i.e. Tr(ρ̂αOℓ) = 0 for all Oℓ /∈ CMM

α .
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Molecule (L) Enc. ngroups ROGS Derand. APS OGM AEQuO

H2 (185)
JW 46 6 159 217 37 40
P 34 5 77 116 39 30

BK 34 8 66 114 33 26

LiH (631)
JW 136 11 643 259 63 126
P 165 41 534 177 78 126

BK 211 2 661 237 57 136

BeH2 (666)
JW 140 24 624 462 56 126
P 177 10 630 310 76 115

BK 193 10 671 300 80 110

H2O (1086)
JW 224 41 781 560 32 171
P 260 3 774 415 57 174

BK 303 5 786 319 48 172

NH3 (3057)
JW 618 5 962 776 39 287
P 720 3 956 568 79 298

BK 729 7 987 623 60 280

Table 1: Empirical circuit cost benchmark: This table
shows the comparison of the number of circuits ncircuit
required for estimating the ground states using a mea-
surement budget of 1,000 shots of benchmark molecules
(each with L Pauli operators) across different encoding
schemes: JW, P, and BK. The column labeled ngroups
indicates the total number of overlapping groups, while
the ncircuit column shows the significantly reduced num-
ber of circuits achieved with the grouping shadow tech-
nique. The abbreviations used are as follows: ROGS,
derandomized classical shadow (Derand.) [15], Adaptive
Pauli Shadow (APS) [17], overlapped grouping measure-
ment (OGM) [19], and adaptive estimation of quantum
observables (AEQuO) [20].

molecules with a larger number of operators and
a greater number of mutually non-commuting
groups tend to require measuring the same or
even fewer groups. This occurs because, under
a limited budget, accuracy is higher when focus-
ing on the estimation of groups with more oper-
ators rather than measuring all groups with very
few shots. This phenomenon illustrates the bias-
variance tradeoff [32], which can be interpreted
using the concept of mean-field theory as we con-
sider the high-weighted groups as the mean-field
subspace that captures the dominant interactions
within the system, which is detailed in Section 5.
ROGS performance is similar to the recently pro-
posed method, adaptive estimation of quantum
observables (AEQuO) [20]. This method also
seeks to optimally allocate measurements to over-
lapping groups. However, AEQuO allocates shots
to minimize the variance of the target observable,
as opposed to ROGS which minimizes the confi-
dence bound in Theorem 1.

In Figure 2, we show the energy estimation
with error bars for the molecule LiH using the BK
encoding scheme. While all techniques have rea-
sonable accuracy, ROGS in particular has a much
smaller variance due to the deterministic alloca-
tion of measurements with convex optimization.

Molecule (EGS) Enc. ROGS Derand. APS OGM AEQuO

H2 (−1.86)
JW 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.03
P 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.02

BK 0.02 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.02

LiH (−8.91)
JW 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.02
P 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.02

BK 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.02

BeH2 (−19.04)
JW 0.02 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.04
P 0.03 0.09 0.06 0.08 0.04

BK 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.04

H2O (−83.60)
JW 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.09
P 0.08 0.22 0.11 0.20 0.07

BK 0.07 0.20 0.10 0.15 0.10

NH3 (−66.88)
JW 0.09 0.18 0.13 0.15 0.10
P 0.09 0.21 0.14 0.12 0.12

BK 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.14 0.11

Table 2: Empirical benchmark: This table shows the av-
erage estimation error (RMSE) across various molecules,
encodings, and measurement strategies. The RMSE
is calculated by simulating the process 10 times, each
with 1,000 measurements. The first column details the
molecule, along with its ground state electronic energy
expressed in Hartree units.

This is an example of the bias-variance tradeoff.
In Figure 3, we show the quantum resource effi-
ciency of ROGS for ground state energy estima-
tion of small molecules (H2, LiH, BeH2) using the
BK encoding. ROGS consistently achieves tar-
get accuracies with the fewest shots and unique
circuits compared to the derandomized classical
shadow and AEQuO methods. The efficiency
advantage of ROGS becomes more pronounced
as the number of qubits increases. Interestingly,
ROGS requires fewer shots for LiH than H2, de-
spite the latter having a smaller Hilbert space.
This is due to the highly localized mean-field sub-
space (detailed in Section 5) and low one-shot
variance of operator expectation estimation in
LiH. By minimizing both the number of mea-
surements and distinct circuits, ROGS addresses
the significant overhead in compiling and load-
ing circuits on quantum hardware, enabling more
efficient characterization of molecular systems.

As the provision of quantum resources in-
creases, these resources tend to be distributed
more evenly across all groups, as illustrated in
Fig. 4 using H2 (encoding: BK, basis: 6-31g)
as an example. It is observed that the number of
groups measured increases from six high-weighted
groups to encompassing all groups. When the
measurement resource is limited, the global op-
timum of the confidence bound concentrates re-
sources on a subset of groups, which is beneficial
due to the bias-variance tradeoff. This concen-
tration of shots in high-importance groups dimin-
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Figure 2: Estimation Accuracy of Ground State Energy
for LiH with Bravyi-Kitaev Encoding [6] using various
measurement strategies. This figure shows box plot of
the absolute error of ground state energy estimations
across 50 independent runs, each with 1,000 measure-
ments. We compare ROGS with several methods: De-
randomized Classical Shadow (Derand.) [15], Adaptive
Pauli Shadow (APS) [17], Overlapped Grouping Mea-
surement (OGM) [19], and adaptive estimation of quan-
tum observables (AEQuO) [20]. The solid line in the
bar plot represents the mean, while the dashed line rep-
resents the root mean square error.

Figure 3: Quantum Resource Efficiency of Ground
State Energy Estimation for various molecules using the
Bravyi-Kitaev encoding [6]. The upper plot shows the
number of shots (quantum circuit executions), while the
lower plot displays the number of unique quantum cir-
cuits required to reach a target accuracy of 0.03 Hartree
(Eh) for different molecules and measurement strate-
gies: ROGS (blue 3), Derandomized Classical Shadow
(Derand., orange □), and adaptive estimation of quan-
tum observables (AEQuO, purple △).

ishes as the available quantum resources increase.
In the limit of infinite measurement shots, all ob-
servables must be estimated accurately to mini-
mize the total estimation error. This is due to
each group containing at least one unique Pauli
observable that cannot be covered by the group
maximization procedure. Consequently, as the
number of shots approaches infinity, the alloca-
tion of shots across groups becomes more uniform
to ensure that all observables are measured with
enough resources. This behavior ensures that the
estimation error of the Hamiltonian is minimized
by accurately estimating all of its constituent ob-
servables, regardless of their distribution among
the groups.

Figure 4: Shot Allocation for H2 Using Jordan-
Wigner [27] (JW) Encoding Across Varying Total Num-
ber of Experiments. This plot illustrates the allocation
of shots as determined by convex optimization of the
confidence bound (Theorem 1) for a specified ϵ over dif-
ferent total numbers of measurements M . It can be
observed that with the total measurement shots M in-
creasing, the allocation of measurement weights across
groups becomes more uniform.

It is worth noting that the MCC problem is an
NP-hard problem and is typically solved by ap-
plying heuristic algorithms [9], which do not guar-
antee to find the true minimum clique cover. The
minimum clique cover found by [9] for H2 (en-
coding: BK, basis: 6-31g) results in ngroups = 46
qubit-wise commuting groups (see Table 1). How-
ever, this number is over-counted, and in this
example, four of the groups do not contain any
unique Pauli operators, i.e., operators that be-
long only to a single group. In our shot alloca-
tion determined by Theorem 1, one can observe
that no shots are allocated to these groups, even
when more than enough quantum resources are
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provided (see Figure 4). This suggests that our
approach based on Theorem 1 could potentially
provide a closer approximation to the optimal
MCC solution by effectively identifying and ex-
cluding redundant groups that do not contribute
much to the overall energy estimation.

5 Discussion
For the numerical experiments presented in Sec-
tion 4, it is found that excellent results can be
achieved by measuring very few groups (fewer
than the total number of groups, see Table 1).
This is attributed to the fact that with a fixed
measurement budget, omitting certain groups
with insufficient measurements can significantly
reduce the estimation variance at the cost of
an increased bias in estimation. This tradeoff,
widely recognized as the bias-variance tradeoff
in the statistics community (see, for instance,
Sec. 2.2.2 of Ref. [32]), has been shown to be
beneficial for mean estimation with finite sam-
ples.

Physical Interpretation. from a physical stand-
point: each group CMM

α can be viewed as a mean-
field subspace of the Hamiltonian [33]8. These
subspaces are constructed by maximizing the
number of mutually commuting operators within
each group, essentially capturing the local mean-
field interactions among the qubits. The mean-
field approximation is often used to describe sys-
tems where the interactions between particles can
be effectively averaged out, leading to a simpli-
fied description of the system. In the context of
the overlapped grouping protocol (Sec. 3.1), the
larger groups with more mutually commuting op-
erators can be seen as capturing these averaged
interactions, providing a good approximation of
the overall system behavior.

It is worth pointing out that the mean-field
subspaces identified by ROGS not only corre-
spond to groups with a large number of opera-
tors but also account for the magnitude of the

8 In the mean-field approach, the Hamiltonian is par-
titioned into a sum of mean-field Hamiltonians, each of
which has eigenstates that are unentangled products of
single-qubit states. This allows each mean-field Hamil-
tonian to be measured using a single set of single-qubit
measurements in the appropriate single-qubit eigenbases.
However, unlike in our context, the terms within each
mean-field Hamiltonian do not necessarily commute with
each other.

coefficients associated with these operators. In
the context of electronic structure Hamiltonians,
the coefficients of Pauli operators can vary signif-
icantly, with some terms having much larger co-
efficients than others. As demonstrated in [33],
these large coefficient terms often capture the
dominant mean-field interactions within the sys-
tem. Therefore, the high-weight groups in ROGS
are those that contain either a large number of op-
erators or operators with very large coefficients,
or both9.

When we have a limited number of measure-
ments, allocating more resources to these mean-
field subspaces allows us to better capture the
dominant interactions within the system. By fo-
cusing on these larger groups, we are effectively
prioritizing the measurement of the most signif-
icant contributions to the overall Hamiltonian.
On the other hand, distributing the measure-
ments evenly across all groups, including those
with fewer operators, will lead to a less accurate
representation of the system (see results in Ta-
ble 3 Even distribution). This is because the
smaller groups may contain less significant in-
teractions or may represent more local, "fluctua-
tion" terms that deviate from the mean-field ap-
proximation.

By allocating more measurement resources to
these mean-field subspaces, we are essentially fo-
cusing on the most relevant parts of the Hamilto-
nian that contribute to the overall system prop-
erties. This approach allows us to obtain excel-
lent results with fewer measured groups, as the
dominant interactions are well-captured within
these larger mean-field subspaces. Hence the
mean-field interpretation suggests that concen-
trating measurements on groups with more op-
erators (i.e., larger mean-field subspaces) is an
effective strategy when dealing with limited re-
sources. In this approach, with limited measure-
ment resource, we mainly the capture of the most
significant interactions within the system, leading
to accurate results while measuring fewer groups

9 In cases where the Hamiltonian contains groups with
significantly imbalanced sizes and coefficient magnitudes,
the shot allocation given by the alternative confidence
bound in Appendix A.2 may be more appropriate. This al-
ternative bound takes into account the relative importance
of each group based on both its size and the magnitudes
of its observable coefficients, providing a more balanced
allocation of measurement resources in such extreme sce-
narios.
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overall. The bias-variance tradeoff can be seen as
a manifestation of this mean-field approximation,
where focusing on the dominant mean-field sub-
spaces reduces the variance in the measurement
results at the cost of potentially introducing some
bias by neglecting the smaller fluctuation terms.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this work, we introduce a novel method,
Resource-Optimized Grouping Shadow (ROGS),
for efficiently estimating the expectation values
of a set of Pauli observables on a quantum state.
The key idea is to allocate the limited measure-
ment budget to fewer unique circuits, each cor-
responding to a group of commuting Pauli ob-
servables. Specifically, when the total number of
measurements is limited, minimizing the confi-
dence bound tends to allocate more resources to
the high-weight groups, i.e., groups containing a
larger number of commuting Pauli observables or
with large coefficients, while potentially omitting
measurements on some low-weight groups. This
selective measurement strategy effectively mini-
mizes the variance in the energy estimation. No-
tably, ROGS can significantly reduce the number
of circuits prepared for measurements, which is a
critical cost factor for tasks running on modern
quantum computers.

The resource allocation strategy in ROGS can
be interpreted using the concept of mean-field
theory. In this context, the high-weight groups
can be viewed as capturing the dominant mean-
field interactions within the quantum system,
while the low-weight groups represent local fluc-
tuations that deviate from the mean-field approx-
imation. By allocating more measurement re-
sources to the larger mean-field subspaces (high-
weight groups), ROGS prioritizes the measure-
ment of the most significant contributions to the
overall Hamiltonian. In contrast, distributing the
measurements evenly across all groups, including
those with fewer observables (low-weight groups),
may lead to a less accurate representation of the
system, as these groups may contain less signif-
icant interactions or local fluctuations. ROGS
could have significant implications for VQE. In
VQE, the objective function is the energy of a
target system, which is the expectation value of
the system’s Hamiltonian expressed as a weighted
sum of Pauli operators. The gradient calculation

for the variational quantum circuit in VQE can
be completed using the parameter-shift approach
[34], which involves estimating the energy for the
circuit under different parameter perturbations.
Evidently, ROGS can be applied to each energy
estimation procedure, thereby benefiting the gra-
dient estimation task in VQE.

Incorporating non-QWC commuting terms [35]
will push the boundaries of measurement reduc-
tion even further. This research direction has the
potential to significantly decrease the required
number of quantum measurements, making the
characterization of larger-scale quantum systems
more feasible. Furthermore, this approach aligns
well with the mean-field [33] interpretation dis-
cussed earlier. By grouping commuting terms
that span across different qubits, we can capture
longer-range correlations and interactions within
the system. This may lead to a more accurate
representation of the system’s properties while
still benefiting from the measurement efficiency
gains provided by the overlapped grouping pro-
tocol.

Although we refer to our method as a shadow
method, which acts as a pre-processing stage of
classical shadow protocol to produce determinis-
tic measurement bases before the quantum mea-
surements, the techniques introduced here have
potential applications beyond classical shadows.
The optimal allocation of measurement resources
and the Max-Min grouping strategy could be ben-
eficial in other areas of quantum computing, such
as VQE and gradient estimation, especially con-
sidering that ROGS could be used in energy esti-
mation for any state including the ground state.
These techniques may help enhance the efficiency
of algorithms involving weighted sums of Pauli
observables, similar to the Hamiltonian in the
shadow method. Therefore, the insights gained
from this work may have broader implications for
various quantum computing applications.
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A Confidence bound

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1

In this section, we will provide a comprehensive proof of Theorem 1, which establishes the confidence
bound for accurately predicting the expectation value of the Hamiltonian.

Proof. Based on triangle inequality, one has the Hamiltonian upper bounded by

∣∣∣Ĥ − ⟨H⟩ρ

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∑

ℓ

aℓ(Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤

∑
ℓ

|aℓ|
∣∣∣Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ

∣∣∣ ≤ (
∑

ℓ

|aℓ|) max
ℓ

∣∣∣Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ

∣∣∣ (10)

It is equal to prove that the maximum group’s expectation value is upper bounded, i.e.

Pr
[
max

ℓ

∣∣∣Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ

∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ/
∑

ℓ

|aℓ|
]

= Pr
[⋃

ℓ

∣∣∣Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ

∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ/
∑

ℓ

|aℓ|
]

≤
L∑

ℓ=1
Pr
[∣∣∣Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ

∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ/
∑

ℓ

|aℓ|
]

(11)

The inequality arises from the union bound – also known as Boole’s inequality – which states that
the probability associated with a union of events is upper bounded by the sum of individual event
probabilities. We can evaluate the individual group error rate probability separately. We evaluate
the expectation of operators {Oℓ} by averaging over the measurement results of the circuit. Let
qj [m]j≤nm≤Mα

is a list of computational basis measurement results on each qubit, where j is the qubit
site and m is the mth measurement, then the shadow estimation expectation value of operator Oℓ is
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defined by average overall measurement results on this operator: Ôℓ = M−1
α

∑Mα
m=1 s

(ℓ)
m , where s

(ℓ)
m is

a sign defined by the z-basis measurement result on each site within the support of that observable
±1 ∋ s

(ℓ)
m :=

∏
j∈supp{Oℓ} qj [m]. One could expect that we can get the operator exact expectation

value by taking infinite measurement: ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ = limMα→∞ Ôℓ ≡ E(s(ℓ)
m ), then the individual term of the

sum in (11) can be written as:

Pr
[∣∣∣∣∣ 1

Mα

Mα∑
m=1

(s(ℓ)
m − E[s(ℓ)

m ])
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ∑

ℓ |aℓ|

]
≤ 2

∑
ℓ

exp
(

−ϵ′2Mℓ

2

)
(12)

The last inequality follows from Hoeffding’s inequality since each measurement result can be taken as
an independent event and independent random variables, s

(ℓ)
m ∈ {−1, 1}. The number of measurements

performed on each operator is the sum of the shots allocated to groups to which the operator belongs,
i.e., Mℓ =

∑
α,Oℓ∈CMM

α
Mα; adopting the indicator idxℓ,α as defined in Theorem 1, we have Mℓ =∑A

α=1 idxℓ,αMα = M
∑A

α=1 idxℓ,αwα, where wα = Mα/M is the shots weight of group CMM
α .

Therefore, one can accurately predict Hamiltonian:∣∣∣Ĥ − ⟨H⟩ρ

∣∣∣ ≤ ϵ (13)

with accuracy 1 − δ, where

δ = 2
L∑

ℓ=1
exp

(
−ϵ2M

∑
α idxℓ,αwα

2(
∑

ℓ |aℓ|)2

)
≥ Pr

[
max

ℓ

∣∣∣Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ

∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ/(
∑

ℓ

|aℓ|)
]

,
∑

α

wα = 1. (14)

Remarks. We can find a shot allocation {Mα} is allocated among the overlapped groups {CMM
α }

given the total number of measurement budgets M , where M =
∑

α Mα, to minimize the confidence
bound 1 through convex optimization of a Log-Sum-Exp type function. However, note that although
ϵ is the error bound in the tail bounds, it functions as a hyperparameter in the convex optimization
problem, meaning that for each ϵ, there is corresponding minimum confidence bound δ as indicated
in (14), while the optimized result, or shots allocation {wα}, remains unchanged provided that ϵ2M
is constant. Therefore, one should aim to find the optimal ϵ0 for a small budget M0, keeping the
hyperparameter ϵ2

0M0 fixed, i.e., for any total budget M , one would choose ϵ = ϵ0
√

M0/M to achieve
the optimal measurement result, which is the core concept of algorithm 2.

Eq. (14) gives confidence bound for the estimation of the Hamiltonian’s expectation value when each
observable Ol is estimated with Mℓ = M

∑A
α=1 idxℓ,αwα measurement shots. On the other hand, as

the total number of shots M is fixed, the various choices of the weights {wα} lead to different δ. As
the lower δ leads to higher confidence, we want to find the optimal choice of {wα} under constraint∑

wα = 1 to minimize the hyperparameter δ.

A.2 Comparison between confidence bound
This subsection introduces a supplementary confidence bound. This modification from the previously
discussed confidence bound aims to address scenarios where groups with larger numbers of terms but
smaller average coefficients are compared against groups with fewer terms but larger coefficients.

Apparently, the Hamiltonian can be grouped by CMM
α

∣∣∣Ĥ − ⟨H⟩ρ

∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
A∑

α=1

∑
Oℓ∈CMM

α

aℓ(Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
A∑

α=1

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

Oℓ∈CMM
α

aℓw
o
ℓ,α(Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (15)

where wo
ℓ,α is a weight distribution such that wo

ℓ,α ≥ 0,
∑

α wo
ℓ,α = 1. One example is wo

ℓ,α =
(
∑

α idxℓ,α)−1. Therefore, one could apply a tail bound to the max-min group instead of the indi-
vidual operators of the Hamiltonian. Similar to the previous section, one can upper-bound the error of
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the Hamiltonian by demonstrating that the maximum group’s expectation value has a high confidence
level:

Pr

max
α

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

Oℓ∈CMM
α

aℓw
o
ℓ,α(Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ/A

 ≤
A∑

α=1
Pr

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

Oℓ∈CMM
α

aℓw
o
ℓ,α(Ôℓ − ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ/A

 (16)

based on the same argument as the previous section, one has

Pr

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

Oℓ∈CMM
α

aℓw
o
ℓ,α

Mα

Mα∑
m=1

(s(ℓ)
m − E[s(ℓ)

m ])

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ

A


= Pr

 1
Mα

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Mα∑

m=1

 ∑
Oℓ∈CMM

α

aℓw
o
ℓ,αs(ℓ)

m − E

 ∑
Oℓ∈CMM

α

aℓw
o
ℓ,αs(ℓ)

m

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ

A

 (17)

considered that each measurement result can be taken as an independent event and in-
dependent random variables (Xm)m≤Mα are bounded s.t. Xm :=

∑
Oℓ∈CMM

α
aℓw

o
ℓ,αs

(ℓ)
m ∈

[−
∑

Oℓ∈CMM
α

|aℓ|wo
ℓ,α,

∑
Oℓ∈CMM

α
|aℓ|wo

ℓ,α, therefore based on Hoeffding’s inequality, each group error
probability is bounded by:

Pr
[

1
Mα

∣∣∣∣∣
Mα∑

m=1
(Xm − E [Xm])

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ϵ

A

]
≤ 2 exp

(
− ϵ2Mα

2(A
∑

Oℓ∈CMM
α

|aℓ|wo
ℓ,α)2

)
(18)

by taking summation over all groups as in the previous section, one could obtain the confidence
bound (14). This revised bound could provide a more equitable distribution among groups compared
to the initial one, depending on the setting of weight parameter wo

ℓ,α. If the measurement budget is not a
constraint, this form of the confidence bound could be instrumental in deciding how shots are allocated
among groups. For instance, by setting wo

ℓ,α as a constant concerning α, i.e. wo
ℓ,α = 1/

∑
α idxℓ,α. In

general, one might find beneficial results by setting it proportional to the number of operators within
the respective group wo

ℓ,α ∝
∑

ℓ idxℓ,α or even setting wo
ℓ,α = 0 for all low-weighted groups (groups

with a small number of operators or small absolute values of coefficients). This approach allows the
operators to concentrate on high-weight groups, thereby expanding the main-field subspace. With
finite quantum resources, this strategy helps focus resources on the most significant interactions within
the system, thus dealing effectively with limited resources (see Section 3.3).

Remarks. Interestingly, the hyper-parameter ϵ2M can be interpreted as an inverse temperature in
a thermal state. At high temperatures, analogous to thermal agitation, the shots distribute more
uniformly across the groups, resembling a system with a flattened Boltzmann distribution. Conversely,
at low temperatures, the system approaches its thermal ground state, and the shots predominantly
concentrate in high-weight groups, mimicking the population of low-energy states. This behavior
is reminiscent of the Boltzmann distribution, where the probability of occupying a state decreases
exponentially with its energy. By tuning the hyper-parameter ϵ2M , one can effectively control the
"temperature" of the shot allocation, allowing for a balance between exploration and exploitation of
the group weights.

Although this version of the confidence bound takes the effect of coefficients on operators into
account, its overemphasis on coefficients can lead to less accurate estimations. This inaccuracy may
arise from factors beyond just the coefficients; for example, the variance of the operators, which is
state-dependent, also affects the estimation accuracy. An extreme example is the identity operator in
a qubit Hamiltonian, which always has the largest coefficients among all operators but zero variance.
Therefore, one can obtain the expectation value of the identity operator without any measurement,
which is why we consider only the traceless Hamiltonian. The same argument applies to all operators:
the variance does not depend on the coefficients but is instead state-dependent. Therefore, simply
considering the coefficients as the measurement weight does not yield satisfactory results. It could be
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beneficial to take the variance of operators into account when we have some knowledge of the state
after initial measurements (see Appendix A.3).

The supplementary confidence bound involves a more complex optimization process, where the
weights wo

ℓ,α are adjusted according to the operator coefficients and the structure of the Hamiltonian.
While this allows for a tailored approach to measurement allocation, it also introduces a higher risk
of overfitting to specific dataset characteristics. This complexity can make the bound less robust,
especially in scenarios where the underlying quantum state or the Hamiltonian’s properties are not
perfectly understood or are subject to variations. Although this confidence bound might appear effec-
tive, it does not consistently yield superior results across different scenarios. The simpler bounds in
the main paper, though less tailored, provide more stable and predictable performance across a wider
range of conditions, making them more reliable for general use.

A.2.1 A Toy Model

Consider an n-qubit system with a Hamiltonian of the form:

H =
n⊗

i=1
σz

i + 2−2n
∑

P ∈{I,x}

n⊗
i=1

σP
i (19)

where σx
i , σy

i , σz
i , σI

i are Pauli operators acting on the i-th qubit of the system. In this Hamiltonian,
all operators with coefficients 2−2n are qubit-wise commuting (QWC) with each other. The operators
in H form two qubit-wise commuting groups, which can be denoted by

CMM
1 =

{
n⊗

i=1
σz

i , I2n

}
, CMM

2 =
⋃

P ∈{I,x}

n⊗
i=1

σP
i (20)

with measurement gates

P1 =
n⊗

i=1
σz

i , P2 =
n⊗

i=1
σx

i (21)

respectively for each group. The size of group 1 is fixed at |CMM
1 | = 2, and the size of group 2 increases

exponentially with the size of the system n, |CMM
2 | = 2n. Evidently, the size of CMM

2 is much larger
than that of CMM

1 as n increases, i.e., |CMM
2 | ≫ |CMM

1 |. However, the sum of the absolute values of the
coefficients10 associated with operators in C1 (order of O(1)) is significantly greater than that of C2
(order of 2−n).

In this scenario, the confidence bound provided in Theorem 1 may not provide the most optimal allo-
cation of measurement resources. This is because it only takes into account the sizes of the groups but
not the magnitudes of the coefficients associated with the operators within each group. Consequently,
Theorem 1 would suggest allocating more measurement resources to C2 due to its larger size. However,
this allocation may not be optimal because the operator in C1, despite being a single term, has a much
higher coefficient and thus contributes more significantly to the overall Hamiltonian. In such cases, the
supplementary confidence bound introduced in Subsection A.2 can be more useful. This alternative
bound, (18), takes into account the coefficients of the observables within each group, allowing for a
more nuanced allocation of measurement resources. By considering each group’s relative importance
based on its size and the magnitudes of its observable coefficients, the supplementary confidence bound
can help mitigate the potential breakdown of the primary bound in these extreme scenarios.

Notably, while Theorem 1 may not provide the most optimal allocation of measurement resources
without sampling the hyperparameter space, the breakdown of this theorem in this scenario does not
imply that the theorem is invalid or unusable. Instead, it suggests that a more nuanced approach
to determining the hyperparameter ϵ is necessary. As discussed earlier, ϵ influences the distribution

10 We use the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients
∑

Oℓ∈CMM |aℓ| as an indicator based on Equation (18).
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of measurement shots among the groups. As ϵ decreases, the optimal shot allocation wα tends to
concentrate on the high-weight groups; conversely, as ϵ increases, the shot distribution becomes more
evenly spread across all groups. This example indicates that when dealing with a Hamiltonian, if
such an imbalance between size and coefficients occurs in some extreme cases, one would be better off
starting with a large ϵ.

A.3 Adaptive Resource-Optimized Grouping Shadow
This subsection introduces an adaptive version of the ROGS method, which incorporates prior infor-
mation about the quantum state to refine the measurement resource allocation strategy. Given that
our knowledge of the circuits accumulates in the process of measurement, such as the entanglement
between the qubits in the circuits will affect the variance of the expectation value of operators. This
allows for a sharper confidence bound by shifting from Hoeffding (we used in the proof of Theorem 1)
to Bernstein inequality in our calculations,

Theorem 2. Given a set of overlapping groups {CMM
α }α for a collection of operators {Oℓ} from

the Hamiltonian H =
∑

ℓ aℓOℓ, and a measurement weight allocation for each group {wα}, we obtain
statistical results for the operators, namely variances (Var[Ôℓ])ℓ. Then, the confidence bound is defined
as

Conf
[
ϵ, {wα}; M, {CMM

α }
]

:= 2
L∑

ℓ=1
exp

(
− ϵ2M

∑
α idxℓ,α wα

2(
∑

ℓ |aℓ|)2(Var[Ôℓ] + ϵ maxℓ(Ôℓ)/3)

)
= δ (22)

with constrain condition
∑

α wα = 1, wα ≥ 0 for all α; where the indicator idxℓ,α is defined as

idxℓ,α =
{

1 if Oℓ ∈ CMM
α

0 otherwise

Then, a collection of M independent classical shadows enables accurate prediction of the expectation
of the Hamiltonian for a given quantum state ρ:∣∣∣Ĥ − ⟨H⟩ρ

∣∣∣ ≤ ϵ, (23)

with probability 1 − δ.

The theorem illustrates the robust efficacy of the proposed tighter confidence bound, especially when
prior knowledge about the operators for specific states is incorporated. Consequently, we propose the
subsequent algorithm for state-adaptive ROGS:

Algorithm3 (State-Adaptive ROGS)
Input: Measurement budget M and Hamiltonian H =

∑
ℓ aℓOℓ.

Output: A fixed Pauli basis measurement recipe {P⊗Mα
α }1≤α≤A containing {X, Y, Z}n×M for the classical

shadow quantum measurement stage.

1 Identify the max-min groups {CMM
α } of operators {Oℓ} in H using Algorithm 1.

2 for t = 1 to T do ▷ M =
∑

t M t

3 Pre-processing:

1 . {ωt
α}∗ = arg min{wα} Conf

[
ϵ, {wα}, {Var∑t−1

i=1
Mi

α
[CMM

α ]}α, M t, H
]

2 . δt∗ = arg minδ Error(M t
ini, {ωt

α}∗(δ; H))
3 . Get recipest ∋ {X, Y, Z}n×Mt

4 Quantum Measurement: perform z−basis measurement based on recipest

5 Post-processing: evaluate eigenvalue ⟨H⟩Mt , and variance for all t-measurements (Var∑t

i=1
Mi

α
[CMM

α ])α

6 end for
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This approach will necessitate a hybrid interplay between classical (steps 2 and 4) and quantum (step
3) processes, with an imperative to curtail the number of circuits utilized. Addressing this challenge
will be the focus of our future work. The adaptive approach is particularly relevant for scenarios where
multiple measurements are performed on closely related quantum states, such as in the VQE algorithm.

B Median-of-means estimation
This section discusses the median-of-means estimator and its advantages over the simple mean es-
timator for heavy-tailed distributions. After allocating measurement shots to max-min groups by
minimizing the confidence bound (6), one can achieve high hit rates for high-weight operators (see
Fig.2 right). This is considering that all Pauli operators Oℓ =

∏
i∈supp(Oℓ) Pi can yield only two mea-

surement outcomes (−1, 1) ∋ s
(ℓ)
m :=

∏
i∈supp(Oℓ) qi[m] (where m denotes the m-th measurement, and

qi[m] represents the z-basis measurement result at the i-th site). Consequently, all measurement results
for an operator are i.i.d samples and locally conform to a sub-Gaussian (binomial) distribution. It has
been demonstrated that the median of the mean estimator

Ôℓ(Kℓ) = median[Ô1
ℓ , · · · , ÔKℓ

ℓ ], ÔI
ℓ := 1

Nℓ

(I+1)Nℓ∑
m=INℓ+1

s(ℓ)
m ; Nℓ = ⌊Mℓ/Kℓ⌋ (24)

will yield a more accurate overall mean estimation ⟨Oℓ⟩ρ than the mean estimator Ôℓ = 1
Mℓ

∑Mℓ
m=1 s

(ℓ)
m .

facts 1. Given an i.i.d. sample (X1, . . . , XM ) from a distribution on R with mean µ and finite variance
σ2 < ∞, for any K, ϵ > 0,

Pr (|µMoM(K) − µ| > ϵ) ≤ exp

−K

2

(
1 − 2Kσ2

Mϵ2

)2
 (25)

where µMoM(K) is the median-of-means estimator and K ≤ M is the number of groups into which the
samples are evenly split.

The choice of the number of groups K in the median-of-means estimator involves a bias-variance
trade-off. As K increases, the bias of the estimator decreases, but the variance increases. Conversely,
as K decreases, the bias increases, but the variance decreases. The optimal choice of K balances this
trade-off and depends on the sample size M . If M is large, a larger number of groups can be used
without compromising the accuracy of the estimator. In practice, a common choice for K is to set it
proportional to the square root of the sample size, i.e., K =

√
M . This choice often provides a good

balance between bias and variance, especially when the sample size is sufficiently large. However, it’s
important to note that the specific choice of K may also depend on the characteristics of the underlying
distribution and the desired level of accuracy. In the numerical results, for each Pauli operator Oℓ, we
have adopted Kℓ = Mℓ

√
σ2

ℓ /ϵ2
ℓ , where ϵℓ is related to ϵ in the confidence bound 1 by ϵℓ = ϵ/

∑
ℓ |aℓ|.

The σℓ has been obtained by the variance of the operator Oℓ, which has been determined from Mℓ

quantum measurements Ôℓ. Here, Mℓ is the number of measurements performed on Oℓ, which was
decided by the shots allocation Mℓ = M

∑
α idxℓ,αwα.

The median-of-means estimator serves as a superior mean estimator in our context due to the
shots allocation determined by our Algorithm 2, which concentrates measurements on the high-weight
groups. Consequently, when the measurement budget is limited, our selective measurement approach
focuses on the high-weight operators rather than distributing measurements evenly among all operators.
This targeted allocation ensures that each operator receives a sufficient number of shots, enabling the
median-of-means estimator to perform more effectively. To illustrate the benefits of the median-of-
means estimator in conjunction with our shots allocation strategy, we compare the results for NH3
(JW encoding) with and without the median-of-means estimation under a limited total number of
measurements.
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Figure 5: Advantage of the Median-of-means estimation for NH3 Using Jordan-Wigner [27] (JW) Encoding: This
plot compares the ground state estimation results for the same molecule under the same settings when limited to
1000 total measurements, except that ROGS MoM employs the median-of-means estimator, highlighting its benefits.
Here, we have set K = Mℓϵ

2
ℓ/σ2

ℓ , where ϵℓ = ϵ/
∑

ℓ |aℓ|, ϵ is the error bound as given by the confidence bound 1.

C Fine Graining Shots Allocation
In this section, we’ll discuss how to find the shots allocation in detail, specifically, how to determine
the hyperparameter ϵ in (6) when we treat it as a convex optimization problem, which acts as the
error bound of energy estimation of a particular state in (8). As observed in the confidence bound
expression (6) in Theorem 1, the shot allocation, resulting from the minimization of the confidence
bound, remains the same provided the product of the state energy estimation error bound and the
total budget, ϵ2M , is kept constant. Assuming ϵ ≤ ϵ0 = 2

∑
ℓ |aℓ| is valid for all states, we empirically

choose ϵ = ϵ0(M0/M)1/2 for a given budget M , for any M0 ≥ 0, and determine the shot allocation by
performing convex optimization on the confidence bound. This typically provides satisfactory results
without necessitating the fine-tuning of the parameter ϵ for specific states, as delineated in Algorithm 2.
By setting M0 = 1, we can determine the fixed-shot outcomes for our ROGS method (see error table
Table 3 ROGS Naive).

Molecule
Encoding

H2
(-1.86)

LiH
(-8.91)

BeH2
(-19.04)

H2O
(-83.6)

NH3
(-66.88)

JW P BK JW P BK JW P BK JW P BK JW P BK
ROGS Naive 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.06 0.08 0.05 0.10 0.09 0.13 0.15 0.13 0.11
Even distribution 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.06 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.22 0.31 0.31 0.38 0.32

Table 3: Naive Estimation benchmark: This table shows the RMSE (Eh) of Naive shots distribution given by a fixed
empirical error bound ϵ without pre-sampling (ROGS Naive), and the RMSE given by distributing the measurements
evenly across all groups (Even distribution) by simulating the process 10 times, each with 1,000 measurements.

These results underscore the method’s robustness within a certain range of the parameter ϵ. On
the other hand, if one holds the product ϵ2M fixed, the shots allocation wα obtained by the convex
optimization is fixed, and so is the confidence bound δ = Conf [ϵ0, wα; M0, H], which implies that this
hyperparameter ϵ0 can be ascertained from a small number of measurements M0. With ϵ2

0M0 held fixed
in (6), the shot allocation {wα} which minimizes the confidence bound is unchanged, meaning that
if we increase the total number of shots to M while setting ϵ = ϵ0

√
M0/M , the shots allocation {wα}

which minimizes the confidence bound δ = Conf [ϵ0, w∗
α; M0, H] remains unchanged. Therefore, the

algorithm can be improved by incorporating a coarse-grained search for the hyperparameter ϵ0 to find
the minimum error of the energy estimation for a given state with a finite number of shot measurements
M0, where the energy estimation Ĥ is obtained by quantum measurement using the measurement recipe
{P⊗M0

α
α } ∈ {X, Y, Z}n×M0 , (

∑
M0

α = M), which is given by minimizing the confidence bound using a
given ϵ0 following algorithm 2,

Error({{P(m)
α }1≤m≤M0

α
}) =

√
E
[(

Ĥ({P⊗M0
α

α }) − ⟨H⟩ρ

)2
]
; (26)
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then applying ϵ = ϵ0(M0/M)1/2 for the total amount of shots M . Here is our detailed algorithm for
determining the optimal shot allocation:

Algorithm4 (Coarse-Graining Parameter ROGS)
Input: Measurement budget M and Hamiltonian H =

∑
ℓ aℓOℓ.

Output: A fixed Pauli basis measurement recipe {P⊗Mα
α } containing {X, Y, Z}n×M for the classical shadow

quantum measurement stage.

1 Identify the max-min groups {CMM
α } of operators {Oℓ} in H using Algorithm 1.

2 initialize error =
3 while i ≤ N do ▷ Coarse-Graining with Mtest shots. Use Mcg = Mtest/N shots in each rounds
4 M0 = random(0.1, 10)
5 ϵcg = 2

∑
ℓ |aℓ|

√
M0/Mcg, total shots = Mcg, run algorithm 2. Return recipe {{P(m)

α }1≤m≤Mα
}

6 error[ϵcg] = Error({P⊗Mcg
α

α }) (26)
7 end while
8 ϵ∗

cg = min(error[ϵcg]).key() ▷ get optimal error rate for shots Mcg

9 ϵ = ϵcg

√
Mcg/M total shots = M , run algorithm 2

Our algorithm shows a strong advantage after going through this process. One should note the
hyperparameter ϵ in Theorem 1 influences the distribution of measurement shots among the groups. As
ϵ decreases, the optimal shot allocation wα tends to concentrate on the high-weight groups. Conversely,
as ϵ increases, the shot distribution becomes more evenly spread across all groups. This behavior can
be intuited from the role of ϵ in the confidence bound: a smaller ϵ demands higher precision, which is
achieved by focusing measurements on the most significant terms in the Hamiltonian.

Interestingly, the cost function given by Appendix A.2 exhibits the opposite behavior when the weight
factor w0

ℓ,α is concentrated on the high-weight groups. In this case, as the weight factors become more
focused on the high-weight groups, the cost function tends to allocate shots more evenly among all
groups. This is because the concentrated weight factors already prioritize the important terms, allowing
the shot allocation to balance the measurement of less significant terms for overall accuracy. These
contrasting behaviors highlight the interplay between the hyperparameter ϵ, the weight factors w0

ℓ,α,
and the resulting shot allocation. The choice of ϵ and the definition of the weight factors should be
carefully considered based on the desired balance between prioritizing important terms and ensuring
a comprehensive measurement of the entire Hamiltonian. Further research into the optimal selection
of these parameters for specific applications could lead to more efficient and effective measurement
strategies in quantum algorithms.
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